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New York: The city
Where, What, and How?
What impressed me most?

• Google’s Infrastructure
  o Build, run, test
  o Map Reduce, Big Table, etc
  o Task monitor tools
  o Code search engine

• Software engineering practice
  o Code styles (Coding in Google is quite different from outside!)
  o Test-driven development (Testing is even longer than coding!!!)
  o Code review (So critical!!!!)

• Attitude towards Interns (It’s kind of investment)
  o Noogler’s Training courses
  o Intern activities: Intern Lunch, Female interns’ summit, Cruise, PhD poster sessions, Project showcase.
In a hurry, take the express line
Tired or bored?
No cat, dog is welcomed!
Well, what I did in the leisure time?
Feed myself

- I am a chef now!!!
Visit museums
Appreciate Unique Buildings
Meet with old friends

- Classmates in my life time:

- Foreign teachers’ family (8 years since last met)

- A magic! Isn’t it?
I am a sports fan: US Open!
I am a sports fan: Baseball!
Last night belongs to

• The Phantom of Opera
  (歌剧魅影)
  ○ The longest running show in broadway (25 years)
Trip to Bay Area
It’s the coolest but the most exciting summer!